The Jackson School of Geosciences building (now JGB, previously GEO), has no physical address that taxi cab, shuttle companies, or rideshare recognize. However, to get a ride here from the airport or to take a taxi cab to the airport, tell the dispatcher to come to 300 East 23rd Street (at the corner of East 23rd and San Jacinto Blvd). This address is the B. Iden Payne Theater’s address (building directly east of JGB) which the dispatchers will recognize so that you can be picked up or dropped off very close to our building.

AIRPORT INFORMATION

Austin-Bergstrom International Airport (ABIA)
3600 Presidential Blvd.
Austin, Texas 78719

For ABIA On Site Airport Parking information and updates: click or call (512) 530-3300

TAXIS, LIMOUSINES, SHUTTLES, AND RIDESHARES

- Ztrip : (512) 452-9999
- Pronto Rides : (512) 580-3779
- Super Shuttle : (512) 258-3826
- Uber
- Lyft
- Fetii (Group Rideshare)

RENTAL CAR COMPANIES

- Avis Car Rental : (512) 356-3510
- Alamo Rent-A-Car : (512) 530-3330
- Budget Rent-A-Car : (512) 530-3350
- Dollar Car Rentals : (512) 225-2815
- Enterprise Car Rental : (737) 484-3896
- Hertz Rent-A-Car : (512) 530-3600

BUS SERVICES

- CapMetro : (512) 474-1200